ABSTRACT A classical approach used to determine the mass distribution of a galaxy in terms of observed rotational velocities is applied to analytic solutions of Newtonian systems of N discrete bodies (so mass distributions are known). Predictions significantly exaggerate the amount of mass distributed at larger distances from the center; e.g., rather than the actual 5% of mass on the outer edges, the method could predict over 80%. Explanations are given for the differences.
INTRODUCTION
A classical way to determine galactic mass distributions uses the circular velocities of stars. With observations of spiral galaxies, where stellar circular velocities tend to flatten or even increase with distance from the galactic center, the method predicts much larger M r ( ) values (the total mass to distance r) than are known to exist, particularly on galactic edges (e.g., Ostriker et al. 1974; Rubin 1983 Rubin , 1993 . This supports the belief that huge amounts of unobserved mass must exist in a halo. However, this mathematical approach has not been evaluated to determine whether predictions could be exaggerated. The validation issue is examined here by applying the method to analytic N-body solutions.
Approaches (theoretical and computational) developed to relate mass values with circular velocities tend to be based on Newton's first and second laws (e.g., Section 2.2.1 of Binney & Tremaine 2008) . In a symmetriccontinuum setting, for instance, a body inside a spherical shell experiences no net gravitational force from the shell; the gravitational force on a body outside a spherical shell behaves as though the shell's matter is concentrated at the center. There are also other approaches, so hereafter "continuum" refers to all models adopting these assumptions (e.g., Newton's first and second laws) to arrive at Equation (1). The "discrete" term is reserved for the standard Newtonian N-body problem.
As depicted in Figure 1 , discrete N-body systems need not satisfy these assumptions. Instead, with a close approach of two bodies, each strongly influences the gravitational pull of the other, where the inner body (moving in a counterclockwise direction) tugs on the outer body. This mandatory Newtonian tugging generates larger rotational velocities, which, using continuum-type prediction approaches, would be erroneously interpreted as manifesting an added level of mass. The dragging would tend to affectbodies farther out, which suggests the possibility of exaggerated mass predictions for larger distances from the center.
With Newton's equations this pulling occurs, but does it matter? Can it be safely ignored as inconsequential, or could the dragging significantly distort the predicted mass distributions, particularly in regions farther from the center? To explore this question, a standard method is applied to analytic solutions of Newtonian N-body systems. As shown (Section 4), predictions can seriously distort actual mass distributions by significantly exaggerating the percentage of the total mass that is located on the edges of the solution. As shown, the more sharply the actual mass values decrease with increasing r, the larger the prediction errors.
It is natural to test a method by applying it to discrete N-body solutions, but this has not been previously done because of an absence of analytic solutions with suitable symmetry properties. That lacuna is partly filled here by creating, for arbitrarily large values of N, classes of solutions where each class contains a continuum (based on mass choices for individual bodies) of analytic N-body solutions. These solutions are designed to resemble (as closely as possible with discrete systems) the central properties used to develop the prediction method: solutions have highly symmetric mass distributions, orbits are circular, and each body's gravitational attraction is directed toward the center of mass.
STANDARD APPROACH
In symmetric settings where Newton's two laws apply, the mass up to radius r from the center of mass, M(r), has the form (e.g., Section 2.2.1 of Binney & Tremaine 2008 
rot 2 where v rot is the circular velocity of a star at distance r. With the Equation (1) classical approach, the observed flattening of rotational velocities implies for large r values that
where D is a positive constant. As extensively described (often using Equation (1)), this M r ( ) value is much larger than justified from the luminosity of stars and other methods. There are more sophisticated ways to estimate M r ( ), but Equation (1) is a standard approach.
CENTRAL CONFIGURATIONS
To apply Equation (1) to Newtonian systems with N discrete bodies, analytic solutions are developed using "central configurations." After introducing these configurations and their properties, they are used to create any number of N-body solutions. In an 1859 prize winning paper, Maxwell used central configurations to analyze the rings of Saturn by placing n equal masses in an evenly spaced manner on a circle. This symmetry requires the combined force acting on the jth particle to lie along the line defined by r j ; i.e., for each j there is a scalar λ j so that λ ″ = r r j j j . As all masses are equal and the particles are symmetrically spaced along the circle, an identical analysis holds for each particle, so the λ j values agree and Maxwell's construction forms a central configuration.
Maxwell needed a massive central body to represent Saturn. Placing such a body at the center of mass of this central configuration changes the common λ λ = j value, but symmetry requires that they still agree. The central body is at = r 0 (the center of mass), and the other particles are symmetrically located about0, so it follows that = ″ = r r 0. As λ = 0 0, the central body satisfies Equation (3) for any λ value. Thus, Maxwell's configuration, where a central body (with any desired mass) is symmetrically surrounded by n equal masses on a circle, defines a = + N n 1 body central configuration. Moulton (1910) analyzed collinear central configurations. He proved that for any ⩾ N 2, any choice of masses m j , and any ordering of the masses along a line, there exist unique (up to a common scalar multiple) spacings between adjacent particles that define a central configuration. For any specified mass choices, then, there exist N! 2 collinear central configurations. (To explain the denominator, there are N! ways to order the masses on the line, but a reflection identifies each configuration with its reversed copy.)
The configurations designed next combine Moulton's and Maxwell's approaches to create examples with circular symmetry. For any positive integers k and n, start with k lines in the plane that pass through the origin where adjacent lines are π k radians apart. Choose any mass values Figure 2 (for k = 4, n = 3), draw n concentric circles and place mass m j at each point where the jth circle intersects a line, = j n 1 ,..., . Each circle has k 2 masses (with two masses on each line), so this construction defines a = N nk 2 body configuration that resembles a spiderweb.
As asserted next (and proved in the Appendix), for any choice of k n , and masses m j , radii for the circles exist that satisfy Equation (3) to create a "spiderweb central configuration" with = N nk 2 masses. In the same way Maxwell developed his model for Saturn, an associated = + N nk 2 1 body central configuration is created by placing a mass of any size at the origin. For = k 1, the spiderweb configuration is a symmetric case of Moulton's construction; for n = 1, it is Maxwell's construction. , so λ j is a smooth function of the masses and the positioning of particles (where critical terms are the distances between circles). With fixed m j values, the forces, which define the λ j values, can be varied by altering the distances between circles; decreasing distances increase the λ j magnitudes. In this manner, spacings can be selected so that λ λ = = ... 
Central Configurations and Analytic Solutions
A rotation or a scalar change of a central configuration is again a central configuration (e.g., Wintner 1941; Saari 2005), so a central configuration defines a class of configurations. For instance, specified mass choices define precisely four classes of three-body central configurations: three collinear choices (where the relative distances depend on the mass values) and the equilateral triangle (and its reflection). Each configuration can be rotated and scaled by any positive multiple; e.g., one equilateral triangle describes the Sun-Jupiter-Trojan configuration, another identifies potential Earth-Moon-satellite docking locations, and a third describes configurations formed by bodies approaching a three-body collision (Saari 2005) .
A third property (from Equation (3)) is that, with appropriate initial conditions, any coplanar N-body central configuration can be placed into a circular or elliptic orbit that preserves the configuration; the motion keeps the shape while assuming different scale or rotation values. Appropriate initial conditions for the three-body equilateral triangle configuration, then, create either a circular or elliptic orbit that maintains the equilateral triangle configuration; e.g., this motion reflects the orbit behavior of the Trojan asteroids. To analyze the rings of Saturn, Maxwell placed his central configuration model into a circular orbit. In the next section, spiderweb central configurations are placed in circular orbits.
PREDICTIONS OF MASS VALUES
For any choices of ⩾ n k , 1, let the analytic N-body solution be either the = N nk 2 or = + N nk 2 1body spiderweb central configuration placed in a circular orbit. By construction, each particle's acceleration is pointed toward the center of mass, each body has a circular orbit, and, with large k values, the solution has a highly symmetric mass distribution. A scale change of a central configuration is again a central configuration, so the minimal distance between adjacent concentric circles is set equal to one unit.
Predicting Mass Values
Independent of the m j values, each of these analytic Newtonian N-body solutions behaves like a rotating rigid body. For each solution, then, a constant > S 0 exists so that the jth particle's rotational velocity is
rot j j , Incidentally, rigid body behavior can be expected to occur in portions of spiral galaxies as manifested by the nearly straight line structure of the first part of the observed rotational velocity curves. With these observed values, the rotational structure conveys the flavor of a rigid body motion where separating particles on the galactic edges are being pulled along.
While the value of S is not needed, it is derived for completeness of the exposition. 2 is the polar moment of inertia. As I is a constant, it follows from the Lagrange-Jacobi equation
As is already known (e.g., Winter 1941 , Saari 2005 , λ = − U I
, so λ also satisfies λ | | = S .
2
Applying Equations (1) to (4) leads to the prediction that choices where the actual M r ( ) is far removed from being a cubic expression, it is impossible for Equation (5) to describe the actual mass distribution. Indeed, the incremental increase of Equation (5) is ′ ≈ M Dr 3 2 , so this negative assertion must hold whenever m j values do not significantly increase for increasing j. Also, functions are compared over domains rather than a few points, so the number of rings, n, must be sufficiently large.
To illustrate, consider an n = 100 ring configuration where each ring has a mass equal to unity. To compute M r ( ), determine how many rings (s of them) are required to reach distance r: M r ( ) equals the sum of the masses of these s rings. The minimal spacing assumption (where the smallest distance is 1) means that the distance r s required to reach the sth ring satisfies ⩾ r s s ; e.g., for this example with
, the distance r 2 is that of the first two rings, so ⩾ r 2.
2 More generally, if r j is the distance to the example's jth ring, then
; in other words, rather than being cubic (Equation (5) . This difference affects the prediction errors.
A cubic equation cannot even crudely resemble a linear equation over this range of a hundred separated r j values, which means that the cubic expression seriously distorts the true M r ( ) distribution; this is particularly true for larger r values on the outer fringes of the solution. This assertion is illustrated by the fact that the predicted mass up to distance r relative to the mass of the first ring is ≈ = ( ) ; with the extreme choice of = r r 100 , this means that the predicted total mass is at least = 100 10 3 6 times the predicted mass of the first ring, when, in reality, the multiple is only 100. (As Equation (5) might underestimate the mass of r 1 , this statement does not assert that the predicted total mass is 10 6 ; it means that Equation (5) significantly distorts the actual mass distribution by erroneously predicting larger relative mass distributions for regions farther from the center.) Similarly, precisely 50% of the mass resides between the 50th and 100th rings, but, for k = 3 and the 600 body problem, ≈ r r 2 50 100 (from the approximations following the proof of Theorem 1), which means that Equation . With the above example and again using the extreme = r r 100 , this expression erroneously predicts that the mass of the last ring is 10 4 times larger than that of the first ring, 1 while the true multiple is unity. Smaller, more realistic mass choices, where the m j values decrease as the distance from the center of mass increases (so the 2km j mass value of the jth ring differs extremely from Because the true M r ( ) is bounded by r ln( ), and because a cubic equation (Equation (5)) differs drastically from a logarithmic curve, serious predicted distribution errors (demonstrating the inadequacy of Equations (1) and (5)) must be anticipated. As an illustration, Equation (5) According to the principles of scientific validation, unless new supporting arguments can be found, Equation (1) is not an appropriate way to predict M(r) values for systems of N discrete bodies. Something in addition to, but probably different from, Equation (1) is needed. (Elsewhere a new approach is developed to predict and explain the full structure of rotational velocity curves for N discrete bodies including the sharp, almost linear initial growth; it predicts significantly smaller M(r) values for flattened rotational velocity curves.) In particular, it follows from the above that with discrete dynamics, expressions such as Equation (1) that do not capture tugging effects are inappropriate.
More General Systems
Although the above suffices for validation purposes, it is reasonable to wonder about other settings; e.g., with threedimensional N-body solutions or other symmetry settings. The dimensionality of physical space is not an issue; it is whether solutions (with circular rotational values) exist that cause erroneous predictions of mass distributions, such as Dr 3 or even Dr. They exist; as one of many three-dimensional analytic N-body solutions that lead to radically incorrect mass predictions, start with the + nk 2 1 spiderweb configuration and replace the body at the origin with two bodies of equal mass that periodically oscillate (in opposite directions) along the z-axis, while the configuration rotates as described above.
Similarly, central configurations can have a wide assortment of symmetry properties, ranging from collinear to spiderweb settings, so related arguments apply to a wide spectrum of symmetry and asymmetry assumptions about mass distributions.
The reason Equation (1) has these distorted predictions is captured by the difference in dynamics in Figure 1 between discrete systems and continuum approximations where the tugging required by discrete systems is not included, nor even recognized, by the approximations. In particular, a rotating central configuration requires a "tugging" on each body to keep it in a fixed position relative to the other bodies. However, the assumptions leading to Equation (1) fail to include these larger pulling velocities; this allows the Equation (1) predictions for M r ( ) to radically differ from the precise values. More generally, anticipate exaggerated Equation (1) predictions whenever individual rotational velocities experience tugging effects. This is due to the observed circular velocity being determined by actual M(r) values plus the tugging of other bodies; the increased velocity caused by the pulling forces the exaggerations in Equation (1). Conversely, this effect can be minimal with a limited number of bodies and masses so small that the system can be decoupled into individual "two-body problems," such as in our planetary system where a tugging effect (e.g., as captured by the change in the perihelion of Mercury) is minimal. (Two body systems are consistent with Equation (1).) Indeed, an expression similar to Equation (1) enjoys success in determining the Sun's mass based on planetary motions. However, whenever a decoupling is inappropriate (e.g., with larger mass values and many bodies), expect Newtonian connections to exaggerate M(r) predictions.
A remaining concern is whether there are settings (other than decouplings) of N discrete bodies where Equation (1) might be valid. This suggests searching for N-body solutions with the general properties used to derive Equation (1), but without the tugging effects. As indicated next, they cannot be expected to exist.
Central to Equation (1) is that all bodies have circular orbits; i.e., each body's force is directed toward the center of mass to define
The circular orbit assumption requires the moment of inertia, = ∑ I m r j j 2 , to have a constant value. A longstanding conjecture (Saari 1970 (Saari , 2005 is that a constant I requires the system to rotate as a rigid body, which ensures Equation (1) predictions of Dr 3 . A simpler conjecture (a special case) is that if each orbit in a system has a uniform circular motion, then the system rotates as a rigid body.
3 Both conjectures have been verified for any collinear N-body problem (Diacu et al. 2005; Saari 2005 (Section 2.4.2)), and for the general three-body problem (Moeckel 2005 (Moeckel , 2008 . Moreover, the conjectures can be expected to hold in general; e.g., the first one holds for generic settings of N-body systems (Schmah & Stoica 2007) .
(For instance, for more general N-body modelings that include perturbations.)
Thus, either the assumptions that are central in developing Equation (1) do not apply to discrete systems of N bodies, or the associated N-body solution can be expected to be a rotating rigid body causing exaggerated M(r) predictions. If the basic assumptions used to derive Equation (1) fail to hold for discrete systems, then new arguments are required to justify using something resembling Equation (1) with these systems. For instance, while these arguments cast serious doubts about the derivation of Equation (2), the equation may be reasonably correct. However, to take results based on Equation (1) seriously requires developing an alternative validation argument.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem is proved by Maxwell for n = 1 and Moulton (1910) for k = 1. The following supplies details for the arguments developed in Section 3.7.2 of Saari (2005) and Saari (2011) .
Symmetry requires the particles on each circle to satisfy
where λ j is the same for all particles on the jth circle; λ j is a continuous function of masses and the distances between particles and circles; its sign is determined by the force direction. As described in the comments following the statement of Theorem 1, for given masses, the goal is to show that there are distances between circles where all λ j agree.
Let r 1 be fixed. Maxwell's case is n = 1 where λ λ = < * 0. (defining a central configuration), properties of the λ x ( ) 1 2 and λ x ( ) 2 2 curves (roughly depicted by the solid Figure 3 (a) curves) are used; they ensure that the two curves cross at an unique point where the λ j are equal.
All particles on the second circle are attracted to the center of mass, so λ
. The critical force terms in the analysis are determined by the distance between circles. As → x 0 2 , the second circle approaches the first, creating an infinitely large attraction of particles on each circle toward its neighbor on the other circle; i.e., λ
represents where the second circle is pushed away from the first, the magnitude of . The gravitational effect that the second circle has on the first decreases to zero, reducing the problem to Maxwell's setting, so λ λ → < x ( ) 0.
1 2 1 *
The curves' properties (depicted in Figure 3 (a) as solid curves) require them to cross at a unique point to share a common λ < 0 value; this completes the proof for n = 2.
A modification of this argument handles any number of circles. With ⩾ n 3, let = + − r r x , j j j 1 = j n 2 ,..., . The above is repeated to show, for any choice of positive x x ,..., n . In Figure 3 (a), this λ j curve is between the corresponding solid and dashed lines, so the intersection defines a smaller common λ value; that is, the common λ x x x ( ( ,..., )) n 2 3 value is monotonically decreasing in x 3 .
For induction, assume that up to the − j ( 1)th circle, there is a approaches a negative valued function that approaches zero. The properties of these curves force them to intersect at a unique point. Unless j = n, the common intersection point has an arbitrary large positive value as → x 0 j (where the outer circles approach the inner ones) and a negative value as → ∞ x j . For j = n, the proof is completed. 
